
working at height
live edge working (WAH & LEW)

Live Edge Working
Live edge working (LEW) is an aspect of working at height (WAH).

In recent months there has been increased scrutiny on LEW and temporary edge protection (TEP) by H&S professionals
within our sector.

The reason for this scrutiny is due an increase, albeit isolated incidents, in practices that have been deemed unsafe
and not meeting minimum levels of guidance or H&S regulation.  In addition, it has also been recorded that concerns
regarding behaviour and attitudes towards safe working in a live edge environment have caused concern.

As a sector we have a choice to make in these situations.  We can turn a blind eye to isolated incidents of poor practice
or move to stamp it out and protect and enhance the reputation of contractors who work in the correct manner.

Choosing the latter keeps our industry in control of its practices and prevents also prevents knee jerk reaction from
other sectors of the exhibition world who may be forced to impose overzealous working practices on contractors in
order to safeguard and reassure themselves these isolated incident won’t happen again.
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AVOID WORKING AT HEIGHT - CAN THE JOB BE DONE AT GROUND LEVEL?

Can the whole job or aspects of the job be brought to ground level?  Thus avoiding LEW.

Design out risk and design in good practice

Good design is important when considering LEW and TEP. This includes consideration of the structures to be built,

time available to build, the layout of the floor plan to allow space for access and safe working and the design of the

task itself.

- Can floor openings, if any, be minimised?

- Can adverse weather conditions affect the ability to safely construct e.g. rain or

wind during work on outdoor structures?

- Can there be early installation of access to 2nd storey, such as stairs, to reduce
the use of ladders or scaffolds?

Safety whilst working at height starts with skilled design
and finishes with professional build and dismantle, hence
this advisory document provides information and
guidance for these two distinct areas.

- Can the need to work at height be removed? Thus avoiding LEW.

- Can materials that are easier to handle be specified? e.g. lighter weight components

- Consider the work process and the equipment required for heavy lifting.

- Can edge protection or other features that increase the safety of access and construction be designed and installed?

- Can anchor points for installation of life-line or safety harnesses be mounted where work platforms cannot be installed?



Live Edge Protection (LEP)
Wherever anyone could fall, the first line of defence is to provide adequate edge protection to prevent a fall occurring. This should
be equivalent to:

- a main guard rail at least 950 mm above the edge
- a toe board where there is risk of objects being kicked off the edge of the platform
- a suitable number of intermediate guard rails or suitable alternatives positioned so that there is no gap more than 470 mm.

Work Platforms
As well as edge protection, it is just as important to provide an adequate and secure working platform from which to carry out the
work. If appropriate, a MEWP may be suitable for some work where it can be carried out from inside the basket.

Guidance on working safely and correctly with both of the above systems can be found within the
contractor e-guidance:

http://stopthedrop.s3.amazonaws.com/Contractor/story_html5.html?lms=1
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Fall Mitigation
Providing adequate platforms and edge protection may not always be possible or reasonably practicable. If so, safety
nets, soft landing systems or personal fall arrest systems such as harnesses can minimise the consequences of any
potential injury.

FALL MITIGATION
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 Fall Arrest System
The fall will be arrested,

allowing the person to effect
 a self-rescue or be rescued.



Falling material
Keep a tidy site.  Stop material which could fall from accumulating. Never throw anything from a place of work at
height.

Materials can be dropped when they are:

- Badly stored near the edge of scaffold platform or on the step of a ladder
- Near gaps in surfaces
- Near open unprotected edges
- Thrown between ground and the work at height.



Training
Possibly the single most important area of LEW is training.  LEW requires individuals to have appropriate knowledge, skills, training and experience to work safely, or
should be under the supervision of someone else who has it. They need to be able to recognise the risks, understand the appropriate systems of work and be competent
in the skills to carry them out.  Such as:

- installing edge protection
- operating a MEWP
- erection of tower scaffolds
- installing and wearing harness systems (including rescue procedures)

Workers need training and experience to achieve these competencies. It is not enough to hope that they will ‘pick up safety on the job’.

To start you on the correct path for training, you can access our industries free e-learning guide that contains short modules on live and leading edge working.

http://stopthedrop.s3.amazonaws.com/Contractor/story_html5.html?lms=1

Additional Support
ESSA supports and helps run the Stop the Drop campaign with our sister associations AEO and AEV stop-the-drop.co.uk, a campaign to raise the standards and awareness

of safety when working at height within the exhibition industry.  This is an area we take very seriously and champion amongst our members and the wider community.

The Stop the Drop website contains a whole host of training and guidance to support your endeavours within your own business.  The ESSA library within the member

zone on our website essa.uk.com also contains a huge amount of support and information on this topic.

Let’s not turn a blind eye to poor and unsafe practice.  We are an amazing industry full of amazing people and a large contributor to this is keeping people safe.


